
TRUMPOLICY
Rules and Instructions

OBJECTIVE OF GAME
Win the game by securing a set of policies for society. First player 
to secure a package of policies having aggregate chit values of 200 
or greater shall win. Policies have attributed political chit values as 
indicated on each board square. For those games which are played 
to an agreed time limit (or number of player turns) a winner can 
be determined based on greatest accumulated value of policies 
secured. Unused political chits will not be counted (other than to 
break any ties). Note the game is best played with 4 players but can 
work for 2 to 6 players. The target chit total to win can be varied 
depending on the number of players: 

• 140 for 6 players
• 170 for 5 players
• 200 for 4 players
• 270 for 3 players
• 420 for 2 players

SETUP
Shuffle the Twitter Update Cards and place them face down on the 
Twitter Update square of the game board. All players need to select 
a player color and place their token at the White House square to 
start. Players take turns rolling the dice and move clockwise around 
the board. Policy and Deposit markers are color coded to match the 
respective player colors.

MODIFIED POLITICAL TEAM VERSION
You may choose to modify the rules such that players form two 
teams and are only allowed to secure either red square policies 
(Republican orientation) or blue squares (Democratic orientation).  
In this version, any player may still make a Deposit on any square to 
deter others from securing such policy.  A team will need to secure 
400 chit values of their party’s policies to win. Note that if members 
of the same team are on the same square they may pool their 
political chits towards securing that policy.



POLITICAL CHITS
Chits are a form of social currency that represent political influence. 
They can be exchanged to secure policies. Chits may also be used 
to place Deposits on policy squares to prevent other players from 
securing such policies. The White House controls the allocation and 
receipt of all political chits. Each player is allocated 100 chits at the 
beginning of the game. Each token has a value of 10 political chits.

Each player shall play in turn and move around the board clockwise 
according to their roll of the dice.  One roll per person per turn, 
with the exception that a dice roll total of 7 earns the player the 
opportunity for additional rolls on that turn (continue rolling if 7 is the 
total). 

Players may choose to continue moving clockwise around the entire 
board and visit the White House where, upon passing by, they will 
collect 20 political chits.  Alternatively, they may choose to divert 
along the diagonal loop (just before the Media Scrum square) and 
then resume clockwise movements on the board after passing the 
diagonal squares.  Note that players may not enter the diagonal by 
the Impeach President square. 

A player landing on a Twitter Update square shall draw a card and 
follow the instructions. Used cards should be placed at the bottom of 
the deck.

A player called into a Senate Hearing will be allowed to exit upon:

1. Roll of dice having a total of 7,
2. Transfer of 10 political chits to the White House (decision and 

payment must be made before roll of dice), or
3. That player’s third roll of dice while in the Senate Hearings (with 

no payment required).

A player caught (landing) in a Media Scrum must transfer 10 
political chits (prior to the roll of dice) to the White House to 
guarantee exit. Otherwise a roll of 7 is required to exit.

A player invited (landing) for Golf and Dinner at Mar-a-Lago may 
stay there for a maximum of 3 turns (must move off on the third turn).   
The player is entitled to roll the dice (if they choose) when it is their 
turn and move the amount of the dice total (at no cost) if they so 
choose.  Alternatively, they can choose to remain until their next turn 



and collect 10 chits from the White House. On the third turn, or on 
a roll of dice total of 7, the Player must move from Mar-a-Lago and 
will not be entitled to collect any chits. A maximum of 20 chits are 
available per any visit or stay at Mar-a-Lago.

SECURING POLICIES
Players may only secure a Policy by landing on that square and 
transferring in full the requisite number of political chits to the White 
House.  Once a Policy (Square) is secured no other players may 
secure that square. Players should mark their secured policies with 
the policy markers matching their token color.

PLACING DEPOSITS
Players can “Deposit” any number of political chits on any 
unsecured square. Deposits prevent other players from immediately 
securing that policy square and are denoted by the Deposit marker 
of the player’s token color. Deposits can only be made by a Player 
who has landed on such square and who has made such Deposit 
prior to the next Player’s turn.  Any Player may make their own 
Deposit or add to their existing Deposit on subsequent landings. 
Deposit markers may be obtained from the White House for 10 chits 
each. 

A player may only secure a square if it is not protected by another 
player’s Deposit. If there are other players’ Deposits on the square 
they may be cleared by transferring an equal number of chits to the 
White House. The player may not secure a square on the same turn 
as they cleared the Deposits. Once a square has been cleared, any 
player who lands on it may then secure that policy. A player need not 
clear their own Deposits to secure a square. However, transfer of the 
full indicated political chits is required and existing Deposits do not 
count towards that transfer. 

The Power Broker Twitter Card entitles the player, upon landing on 
a square, to clear any Deposits and secure that policy immediately.

Players having political chit deficits can remain in the game but 
must proceed directly (without visiting the White House) to Senate 
Hearings. Upon arrival at Senate Hearings the deficit will be 
forgiven.



MISSING OR UNCLEAR RULES
Use your innovation and common sense or just make it up!  
Have fun!

GAME CONTENTS
1 gameboard
2 dice
26 Twitter Cards and box
6 player pieces (6 colors)
90 political chit tokens
60 deposit markers (6 colors x 10 each)
60 policy markers (6 colors X 10 each)
1 rules booklet

Questions about Trumpolicy?
 

Visit our website at:
http://www.trumpolicy.net


